Opportunistic activity recognition as research discipline is characterized by the fact that human activities (and more generally the context) shall be recognized with sensors that are initially unknown to the system. In contrast to "traditional" applicationswhere sensors, their modalities, locations, and working characteristics have to be defined at design time-opportunistic systems do not rely on an initially defined and fixed sensing infrastructure. Sensors have to be utilized upon their spontaneous availability and activity recognition capabilities and dynamic sensor ensembles have to be configured at runtime with respect to maximized recognition accuracy and minimized energy consumption. This requirement contains two research challenges that this paper tackles: (i) estimating the accuracy of an ensemble without being able to compare the output in the form of recognized activity classes to a (labeled) ground truth and (ii) optimizing the accuracy/energy trade-off by applying exact and heuristic methods adapted for cooperative sensor ensembles.
Introduction
Opportunistic activity and context recognition is a rather new research field [1, 2] . It is motivated by the fact that sensor systems of different kinds are nowadays integrated into things of everyday life, which become more and more present (e.g., smart phones, wearable computers, gadgets, etc.). This makes the explicit deployment of sensors for specific activity recognition applications gratuitous. Opportunistic activity and context recognition aims at utilizing sensors upon their spontaneous availability and configuring sensor ensembles that are best suited to execute a certain recognition goal. This recognition goal can be defined at runtime by an application or user [3] and defines what the systems shall recognize but does not specify how [2] . Sensor ensembles combining available sensor devices to recognize certain activities of interest (as formulated in the goal definition) have to be dynamically configured upon the spontaneous availability of sensor devices. An easy approach would be to include all sensors that are capable of recognizing a specific activity (that is requested within the goal formulation). Nevertheless, this "brute-force" approach does not necessarily mean that the accuracy can be optimized/maximized; the only effect that can be guaranteed is the fact that the energy consumption of the sensor ensemble is increased. An ensemble consisting of heterogeneous sensor devices shall meet two important requirements: (i) maximize the accuracy, whilst (ii) minimizing the overall ensemble energy consumption (e.g., to ensure a long lifetime of the sensor devices if operated on battery mode).
These two requirements could be conflicting; therefore, a trade-off function has to be found to define sensor ensembles utilizing currently available sensor devices. An important aspect that has to be considered is the real-time practicability; the sensing infrastructure at any point in time cannot be assured to be static and fixed; instead it is of highly dynamic nature [1] . Another crucial and nontrivial aspect is the fact that the accuracy of an ensemble cannot be easily estimated. Usually, the accuracy for a (sensor) signal classification system is based on a labeled ground truth, where the predicted activity classes can be compared to the actual classes. Since an opportunistic system operates in real time and cannot initially fix the set of input sensor devices, a ground truth cannot be taken for granted. This paper tackles two 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks research challenges that emerge from opportunistic activity and context recognition.
(I) Unsupervised Accuracy Estimation. The expected accuracy of a (initially unknown) sensor ensemble has to be estimated. Possible input parameters could be the accuracy of single sensor devices, diversity measures between sensor combinations, and the technical properties (e.g., sampling rate, sensor signal modality, etc.).
(II) Ensemble Optimization. Based on the expected accuracy and the expected energy consumption of the ensemble (calculated as sum of the sensors' individual energy requirements), an optimal trade-off (maximizing the accuracy whilst minimizing the energy demand) has to be found in order to configure ensembles at system runtime.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work in the broader fields of "traditional" activity recognition and utilizing sensors in a dynamic way. Recent achievements in the field of opportunistic sensing-which build the baseline for the research work within this paper-are also discussed in Section 2. The methodologies (i.e., how do we tackle the challenges of estimating the ensemble accuracy and optimizing the ensemble accordingly) are described in detail in Section 3. These methodologies are evaluated in Section 4 on a rich dataset that has been recorded including more than 70 sensors with 10 different modalities in a kitchen scenario (see [4, 5] ). The paper closes with a conclusion and an outlook to future work in Section 5.
Related Work and Recent Achievements
Related work that matches the scope of this paper can be identified in two areas of research: (i) activity and context recognition and (ii) opportunistic sensing and opportunistic activity recognition. The following two Sections 2.1 and 2.2 contain overviews of related work (and recent achievements) within these two areas. Section 2.3 summarizes the findings and provides a discussion of the novelty of the targeted research challenges.
Activity Recognition.
This section provides a discussion on related work across different types of activities and different scales of activities' complexity. The recognition of user's activities and more generally the context [6] of persons by utilizing different body-worn and environmental sensor devices has been well evaluated in previous work (e.g., [7] [8] [9] ). There, the authors attached a set of acceleration, inertial, and microphone sensors on the body of subjects, utilized different signal processing and machine learning algorithms for classification, to investigate in the quality of the detected activities in terms of recognition rate, accuracy, and other performance metrics [10] . Again, as we are interested in the recognition of activities of persons, the choice of sensors to achieve an accurate estimation of the activities together with the requirement to be as unobtrusive for the user as possible is a crucial task. In [11] , Tapia et al. focused on recognizing activities with a set of simple and ubiquitous sensors ("tape on and forget" sensors). Logan et al. [12] investigated in the question which sensors and modalities in general are well suited for highly accurate activity recognition, whereas the findings are that infrared motion detection sensors outperformed others (e.g., RFID, built-in wired sensors). A third contribution that investigates accurate recognition of activities in user's homes is presented in [13] . Again, the presented system relies on a set of specific wireless sensor nodes that have to be explicitly deployed in the home environment. Summarizing, the best sensor modality for on body activity recognition are accelerometers [14] due to their high accuracy and their unobtrusiveness. They are already integrated into things of everyday life like in smart phones or smart watches and can, therefore, be easily utilized.
Opportunistic Sensing.
Opportunistic activity and context recognition as new research discipline draws from the fact that a plethora of sensor devices is already deployed in the world. Therefore, the application-specific sensor deployment is an effort that can be avoided. Important methods that have already been developed tackle the fact that an unknown and highly dynamic sensing infrastructure consists of heterogeneous devices, capable of delivering different functionality to an activity recognition system. Therefore, the concepts of sensor abstractions and sensor self-descriptions (see [1, 15, 16] ) allow for the dynamic generation upon sensor availability of activity recognition chains (ARCs) dependent on the sensors capabilities as preserved in the self-descriptions. The OPPORTUNITY Framework [1] is a ready-to-use system combining different methods for enabling highly flexible, dynamic, and stable activity recognition. ExperienceItems as building blocks within the sensor self-descriptions memorize gathered experience in form of recognizable activities. The degree of fulfillment (DoF) value [1] is a metric (between 0 and 1) that is used to estimate the expected accuracy of a sensor/ensemble for a specific recognition goal. The DoF together with required machine learning and signal processing technologies (and accompanying parameters) is persistently stored in the ExperienceItems. These items can either be generated offline-in a traditional way by using a labeled ground truth-or (as shown in [17] ) at systems runtime by applying the concept of transfer learning. There, a sensor (or sensor ensemble) is trained by another sensor/ensemble and the gathered experience is written into the corresponding self-description as new ExperienceItem. Still open in the research landscape of opportunistic activity recognition are two highly challenging issues: (i) estimating the accuracy for an initially unknown ensemble (by fusing single sensors using the MajorityVoting method [18] ) and (ii) optimizing and shaping the ensemble according to the estimated accuracy and the expected costs (in form of energy consumption of the sensor devices); these items compose the core contribution of this paper. new research area. Particularly, the fact that no labeled and reliable ground truth is available to compute solid metrics to quantify an applications quality is a very challenging characteristic. The work presented in this paper tries to overcome this issue of not being able to reliably predict an ensembles accuracy and use this information subsequently to generate an ensemble that is very likely to be close to optimal in terms of expected accuracy and costs. To the best of our knowledge, these two challenges are novel in the area of sensor-based activity recognition and are identified as being important building blocks towards the vision of opportunistic activity recognition [1] .
Methodology

Estimating the Accuracy of an Ensemble at
Runtime. The definition of the quality criterion of having the "best" sensors configured in an ensemble (and not simply using all possible sensor candidates from the set , which is a subset of the set containing all available sensors) is a nontrivial task. On the one hand, the accuracy of an ensemble for a certain set of activities that have to be recognized has to be maximized, and on the other hand, the energy consumption of the sensor(s) (ensemble) should be as low as possible. Particularly, the first criterion-maximizing the ensemble's accuracy-is very difficult to predict. Having multiple ARCs from different sensors and the DoF of each, the accuracy of a fusion method that combines these sensors (e.g., MajorityVoting fusion) cannot be predicted easily (see [18] [19] [20] [21] ). Nevertheless, an estimation of the overall ensemble DoF is needed to be able to maximize the ensemble's performance in terms of accuracy and recognition rate for certain activities. Therefore, we present an approach how the diversity of multiple sensors can be used to approximate the accuracy of sensor combinations. The second criterion-minimizing the energy consumption-is important to ensure a long lifetime of a sensor network and the sensing, respectively infrastructure, which is seen as an equally important criterion. Therefore, we define the term "best ensemble" as being the sensor combination out of the set that maximizes the estimated ensemble accuracy, whilst minimizing the energy consumption of the sensors in set (the set of sensors that are included in the ensemble). Further criteria could also be included to provide a more complex definition of "the best ensemble" (e.g., a user-convenience factor or an initial-cost factor), but this is not in the scope of this paper.
Predicting the accuracy (or the degree of fulfillment (DoF)) of an ensemble, which consists of multiple sensors that are combined on the machine learning level by utilizing a decision fusion methodology, can be done in two different ways, respectively, processing stages of a system (see also (ii) online and autonomous: at runtime of the system. This fits the opportunistic approach, since neither a ground truth nor the available sensor infrastructure is available or known. Thus, the DoF of an ensemble has to be calculated (or rather estimated) at runtime of the system. This challenging task-constituting one major contribution of this paper-is discussed in the following.
As already described and analyzed in related work literature [19, 21] , a correlation between the individual accuracies of the sensors together with their ARCs involved in an ensemble and the diversity between the particular sensors can be observed. This means that the performance of an ensemble is dependent on the accuracies (i.e., the degree of fulfillment (DoF)) and the diversities between the involved sensors. Meynet and Thiran propose in [21] an informationtheoretic score (ITS) that expresses exactly this relation. The idea behind this approach is the fact that if two or more sensors have very low mutual information (MI) values (thus have a low diversity), they also agree on wrongly classified activity classes. Therefore, the converse argument comprises that if sensors in an ensemble that have high diversity values can avoid wrongly classified results. Chavarriaga et al. follow up this approach in [19] . They use the accuracy of individual classifiers and the available pairwise MI values to calculate an ITS value of an individual sensor. Then, the authors show in simulations that the information-theoretic approach for ensemble creation and recreation outperforms a random method. They subsequently add the classifier to an ensemble that has the highest ITS value. Therefore, the informationtheoretic score (ITS) is proven to be a candidate to estimate the accuracy and DoF of an ensemble. Generally, the higher the ITS value of an ensemble is, the higher is the accuracy. This finding is essential and will build the fundamental for further optimization methods within this paper. The MI value between two discrete variables and according to Shannon and Weaver [22] and Kraskov et al. [23] is defined as (see also Meynet and Thiran [21] ): According to Meynet and Thiran, the informationtheoretic score (ITS) expressing an estimate of the accuracy can be calculated as [21] 
The information-theoretic accuracy (ITA) value is the average accuracy of sensors. There, the mutual information (MI) value of a sensor compared to the ground truth (i.e., MI( ; )) is required, which can be approximated by the system in the same way as the pairwise diversity is calculated (see Figure 1) , where an active ensemble with a high DoF is taken as reference for comparisons. The ITA value is calculated as [21] ITA = ∑ =1 MI ( ; ) .
The second required parameter for computing the ITS value is the information-theoretic diversity (ITD), which describes the average diversity between sensors [21] :
In [19] , Chavarriaga et al. had the accuracies for the individual classifiers and the pairwise mutual information values ready within their simulations. This is not the case in an opportunistic system and has to be achieved depending on the current sensing infrastructure and the recognition goal (thus, these MI values have to be calculated in the running system at real time), which is not an easy task and represents a major contribution of this paper. The mutual information (MI) value that is needed for calculation of the ITS value can be calculated as reciprocal of the diversity between two classifiers (sensors). Figure 1) deliver activity labels for three activities ( 1 , 2 , and 3 in Figure 1 ). The examples of the two labelstreams as illustrated in Figure 1 are very similar but have differences in start-and end-times. The goal is to calculate the MI value for these two sensors. For a certain amount of time, the two sensors deliver their results, which are stored in an appropriate format for further processing.
(ii) Interpolation: once the activity label sequences from the two sensors that have to be used to calculate the MI value are available, the second step can be executed. Beforehand, the start-and end-times have to be calculated. This is important since the timespan has to be defined, where both sensors continuously delivered data. Therefore, the latest start-time and the earliest end-time ( 1 and 2 in Figure 1 ) from sensor 1 and sensor 2 have to be determined. Then, the label sequences have to be interpolated. In the sequence, where no activity is stored (thus, even no null-class is detected), the prior activity remains active (at least for a predefined timespan to avoid result falsification). This is indicated in Figure 1 with the black slots. This is necessary to avoid an undefined activity class when calculating the MI values.
(iii) Slicing: after the preparation of the activity label sequences (thus defining start-and end-times and interpolating undefined activity slots), the sequences can be sliced into pieces of same size/time. The size of these slots (in Figure 1 defined as ) can be provided as parameter and can be varied as needed.
(iv) Result: the sliced activity label sequences are translated into vectors of integers, containing the activitylabel identifier in each sliced slot. This is illustrated at the very bottom of Figure 1 . These two integer vectors are then input for the equations above that calculate the MI value for two discrete variables.
This MI value (thus also the diversity value) between two sensors is an essential and important information to estimate the accuracy and the DoF in an ensemble. Therefore, this newly achieved information, that is calculated at runtime of the system, is directly preserved in the corresponding ExperienceItems. As it cannot be defined, when the calculation of the mutual information (MI) values is finished and stable, the computed value is subject to further changes. Therefore, not the result of the MI value calculation is stored, but the cumulative moving average [25] . Equation (5) shows how this value is calculated, where is the number of iterations in the calculation process, MI is the currently calculated value, and MI −1 is the old value, which can be found in the ExperienceItem:
The calculation of the mutual information (MI) value between two sensors, the preservation, and continuous update at runtime are key elements to estimate the accuracy of an ensemble at runtime and therefore optimize the ensemble in terms of energy consumption and expected recognition rate. The information-theoretic score (ITS) value of an ensemble can be calculated by utilizing the pairwise diversity and MI values of the sensors by applying the aforementioned equations. Thus, in order to maximize the accuracy, the ITS value of an ensemble has to be maximized.
Ensemble Shaping and Optimization.
The following two sections present two concepts and methods on how the ensemble DoF can be estimated (upon usage of the MajorityVoting fusion [18] method) and how the ensemble can be optimized and shaped with respect to the expected accuracy and the required energy for the sensor devices.
The Knapsack Metaphor for Ensemble Optimization.
The knapsack problem is a known combinatorial optimization problem [26] [27] [28] . A set of items is given, each with a weight and a value, and the goal is to determine the combination of items that are packed in the knapsack, so that the total weight does not exceed a given maximum allowed weight, and that the sum of the values of the items in the knapsack are maximized. This problem is known to be in the complexity class NP-complete [29] , which means that exact solutions can only be computed for very few items. Usually, if a solution for a bigger set of items shall be computed, this is done with mathematical approximations or heuristic algorithms, whereas it cannot be assured to find the optimal solution, but at least a rather good one (examples for such methods are simulated annealing [30] , Branch and Bound [31] , or Tabu Search methods [32] ).
Nevertheless, the knapsack as metaphor for ensemble optimization is a promising approach, at least for a small set of available sensors, and if a maximum allowed total ensemble energy consumption is given. Thus, the degree of fulfillment (DoF) of the individual sensors can be seen as the value, the energy demand as the weight in the traditional definition of the knapsack problem. Then, by searching the complete solution space (i.e., all possible combinations of sensors, which is 2 for sensors), it is possible to find the set of sensors that maximizes the accuracy (by estimating the DoF with the information-theoretic score (ITS) value, see Section 3.1), whilst not exceeding the allowed total energy consumption of the ensemble. If the solution space becomes too big (i.e., too many sensor candidates in the set ), a heuristic solution has to be utilized (e.g., the linear efficiency analysis (LEA) optimization method, see Section 3.2.2).
The following example of a particularly available sensing infrastructure (see Table 2 ) illustrates the working principle of the knapsack optimization method. In the example, 9 6 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks sensors (i.e., 2 9 = 512 combinations in total in the solution space), the available ITS values (for demonstration purposes, the sensors feature specific ITS values; in an actual system, the pairwise mutual information (MI) values are available and the ITS value for sensor combinations is calculated as shown in the equations in Section 3.1), and the energy demands (as defined in the technical sensor self-description) for each single sensor are given.
The mathematical formulation of the exact knapsack ensemble optimization method is as follows [26] [27] [28] :
subject to
whereas the following variables/constants are used:
(i) . . . binary variable; 1 if sensor is in the ensemble, 0 otherwise;
(ii) . . . ITS value of sensor ; (iii) . . . energy demand of sensor ;
(iv) . . . allowed energy limit of ensemble.
If, for example, the maximum allowed energy consumption of the resulting ensemble is set to 6.5 W (this could be defined in the goal description, where a parameter defining the maximum allowed energy value is provided), the method considers all possible combinations (in this case 512) and delivers the optimal solution: { 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 }, with a total information-theoretic score (ITS) value of 42 (again for demonstration purposes, the example is shown in Table 2 feature ITS values, and the method simply sums them up; in an actual system, the pairwise mutual information (MI) values are available and the ITS value for sensor combinations is calculated as shown in Section 3.1) and a total energy consumption of 6.4 W. Listing 1 displays the console-output for the exemplary sensor setting as defined in Table 2 .
This method is feasible and applicable if two prerequisites are given: (i) an upper limit for the total allowed energy consumption in the ensemble is given,
(ii) the number of ensemble candidates does not exceed approximately 10 sensors, since the ensemble definition and configuration has to be done in real-time.
In contrast to the knapsack optimization method, the linear efficiency analysis (LEA) method (see Section 3.2.2) needs neither a defined energy constraint, nor a number of sensors limitation. 
The Linear Efficiency Analysis for Ensemble Optimization.
The knapsack metaphor for ensemble shaping is an exact optimization method, which suffers from two major disadvantages: (i) the allowed total energy consumption has to be defined and provided to the system and (ii) the scalability (i.e., combinatorial solution) of the method is limited due to the real-time operability requirements by approximately 10 sensors. Therefore, heuristic solutions that do not expand the complete solution space (thus are not ensuring to find the optimal solution, but an acceptable one) have to be selected for ensemble optimization. The linear efficiency analysis (LEA) method operates on the efficiency of the sensor candidates that can be calculated by dividing the ITS value by the energy demand of the sensor. The approach operates in ( 2 ) (where is the number of sensor candidates), by simply starting from an initial ensemble that contains all sensors and subsequently removing the one with the worst efficiency. The occurring ensembles (that are constructed until only one sensor is left) are examined with respect to their efficiency. As a result, the ensemble with the highest efficiency is calculated and configured. The LEA method consists of three steps: (i) initialization, (ii) ensemble reduction, and (iii) resulting ensemble. Table 3 purposes, the sensors feature specific ITS values; in an actual system, the pairwise mutual information (MI) values are available and the ITS value for sensor combinations is calculated as shown in the equations in Section 3.1), and in the following Figure 2 and paragraph, the working principle of the LEA optimization is described (and demonstrated by application on the example shown in Table 3 ). In the first phase the (i.e., initialization), the starting ensemble consisting of all available sensor candidates is calculated and stored in a list times. Furthermore, the efficiencies for each single sensor candidates are calculated (see Table 3 , column sensor efficiency). These values are important in the second phase (i.e., ensemble reduction), where in each step, the sensor with the lowest efficiency is subsequently removed from the ensemble. In this exemplary setting, the "worst" sensor is 5 , followed by 1 , 2 , and 3 . The −1 worst sensors are removed step by step. For each resulting possible ensemble, the total efficiency is calculated (for that reason it is important to start with the initial ensemble that is stored in a data structure times) and multiplied by the actual number of sensors and the ensemble with the highest efficiency is delivered as a result. The processing steps in the ensemble reduction phase in this example are listed in Table 4 (where 0 stands for Ensemble 0 ).
Therefore, the resulting ensemble in this example would be { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } with an efficiency value of 554.60. This very simple approach can be further improved by considering a more sophisticated calculation of the ensemble ITS values (in this example, they have been simply added), and by adding further constraints (e.g., minimal number of required sensors in ensemble, etc.). Even a limit for the ensemble energy consumption can be provided (much like it is necessary in the knapsack solution method), then the expanded ensembles have to be examined to find the resulting sensor setting. Next Section 4 presents evaluations of the introduced methods in a real-time system operating in an opportunistic way.
Evaluation
The methods for estimating the ensembles accuracy based on MajorityVoting fusion (i.e., the activity class where most of the classifiers agree on is selected as fusion result) [18] and the ensemble optimization and shaping are tested and evaluated on a real-world dataset. In this rich dataset, recorded in a kitchen scenario, 12 subjects performed activities for about 14 minutes per run (whereas each subject performed 6 runs) surrounded by 72 sensors with 10 different modalities. The dataset has been labeled to have a reliable ground truth available for evaluation purposes (i.e., the modes of locomotion have been added to the dataset). Details about the recordings and the dataset can be found in [4, 5] . The OPPORTUNITY framework enables the utilization of the sensors in the dataset as if the sensors were currently present by abstracting them in form of PlaybackSensors [1, 15] . This means that, the framework performs real-time activity recognition with the sensors that are simulated by replaying the prerecorded sensor data. As this paper aims at presenting and evaluating methods (i) for estimating the ensemble accuracy by utilizing the pairwise diversity between sensors and (ii) for optimizing an ensemble in terms of this estimated accuracy and the expected energy demand, a 8
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<swe: field name="Locomotion motionjacket-ACC LUA ACCGYR MEANVAR DecisionTree NOFUSE"> <swe: DataRecord> <swe: field name="count"> <swe: Quantity><swe: value>1588</swe: value></swe: Quantity> </swe: field> <swe: field name="miValue"> <swe: Quantity><swe: value>1.15343</swe: value></swe: Quantity> </swe: field> </swe: DataRecord> </swe: field> Listing 2: Part of the sensor self-description for the BAC sensor storing the pairwise mutual information with the LUA sensor after 1588 iterations.
subset of the available sensors is picked for recognizing the modes of locomotion (i.e., WALK, SIT, STAND, and LIE) as activity of interest. The sensors that are used for evaluation purposes are located on the body of the subject. In detail, the upper body is equipped with 5 sensors of type Xsens MTx, which provides 3D acceleration. The sensors are located on both arms (right/left lower/upper arm-RLA, RUA, LLA, and LUA), and on the upper back (BAC). The on-body sensor placement is displayed in Figure 3 (see also [17, 24] ).
The first method evaluation tackles the dynamic generation of the diversity measurements. Therefore, 10 independent runs involving the five on-body sensor have been conducted, whereas every 300 samples (the number of samples per calculation iteration is kept intentionally low due to scalability reasons) the method described in Section 3.1 calculated the pairwise diversity value for all 10 possible combinations and stored this value (by utilizing the cumulative moving average) into the corresponding sensor selfdescription. Listing 2 shows a clipping of the self-description for one sensor (BAC) and its pairwise diversity value with another sensor (i.e., LUA).
The pairwise diversity value perfectly converges towards a value by utilizing the moving average value, which can be further used to define the information-theoretic score (ITS) value which can be used to estimate accuracies for the resulting ensembles, as described in Section 3.1. Figure 4 shows a graphical visualization for 280 iterations (the two top-level images, boxplot and plot chart), and 2500 iterations (lower-level images). The figure displays the pairwise diversity values for each of the 10 possible combinations (i.e., BAC-LLA, BAC-LUA, BAC-RLA, BAC-RUA, LLA-RLA, LUA-LLA, LUA-RLA, LUA-RUA, RUA-LLA, and RUA-RLA).
For the evaluation of the optimization methods, the ongoing dynamic updates of the diversity measures have been stopped after approximately 2500 iterations to have a reliable (and comparable) sensor self-description base for comparing the two optimization methods. To be able to compare the optimization techniques and to highlight the benefits in terms of optimizing towards reduced energy consumption and maximized accuracy, one session (lasting approx. 14 min, involving the 5 on-body sensors described above) was conducted by combining all available sensors into an ensemble. The results for this session are shown as confusion matrices in Figure 5 (top left illustration), in Figure 6 (illustrating the accuracies and the efficiencies) and in Table 5 (method ALL).
One major benefit of using a prerecorded dataset is the fact that a labeled ground truth is available which makes the International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 9 is the most important metric that quantifies the quality of a classifier or an activity recognition application. The accuracies for the four ensembles that have been generated by utilizing the optimization methodologies can be calculated out of the confusion matrices that display the number of correctly classified classes (the main diagonal of the matrix) and the false positives/negatives. The two optimization methods as described in Sections 3.2.1 (knapsack optimization) and 3.2.2 (linear efficiency analysis (LEA)) have been utilized in equal playback sessions within the dataset [4, 5] used by the system as PlaybackSensors (simulating sensors by using prerecorded data). The knapsack method was subject to evaluation twice, since the method needs a specific maximum allowed energy boundary parameter (therefore, this value was set to 5 W in the first run and 7.5 W in the second run). The results for the four sessions are displayed in the form of confusion matrices in Figure 5 , whereas the top left matrix shows the results for the ensemble consisting of all five available sensor (i.e., BAC, LUA, LLA, RUA, RLA); the top right matrix shows the classification result for the LEA optimization methods, where the method configured an ensemble consisting of only one sensor (i.e., RLA); the two lower images show results for the knapsack optimization methods with different maximum allowed energy boundaries (lower left has an energy boundary of 7.5 W and an ensemble consisting of the BAC and RLA sensors; lower right has an energy boundary of 5 W and an ensemble consisting of the LLA sensor). The results in form of the accuracies and efficiencies are summarized in Table 5 , where the accuracies are calculated out of the confusion matrices for all four evaluation ensembles. This summary highlights the benefits of optimizing ensembles instead of using all available and suitable sensors. Figure 6 visualizes the calculated accuracies (gray bars) and the efficiency (black bars) of the four methods. As it can be seen, utilizing all sensors in the ensemble results in the highest accuracy (resp., degree of fulfillment (DoF) value), but has the lowest efficiency value. This is obvious, since the ensemble consisting of all sensors has the highest energy consumption. The linear efficiency analysis (LEA) method performs best in this experiment session in terms of efficiency. An interesting issue is that the knapsack method (configured with 5 W upper boundary) selected the LLA sensor (resulting in an accuracy of 0.561), and the LEA method selected the RLA sensor (resulting in an accuracy of 0.641). The reason for this discrepancy is the fact that both sensors have the same initial DoF value in their corresponding self-description, so they are equal in terms of energy consumption, expected accuracy, and thus also efficiency. Coincidentally, one method selected the RLA sensor, the other method the LLA sensor. The different values for the accuracy are caused by the fact that these accuracies are the actual ones, calculated by comparing the predicted classes to the actual classes from the available ground truth within the dataset.
The ensemble consisting of all sensors has an energy demand of 13.5 W (2.7 W for each single sensor) and reaches an accuracy for the modes of locomotion of 0.759. Compared to that, the ensemble generated by using the LEA method consists of only one sensor (i.e., RLA); therefore, it needs only 2.7 W but reaches an impressive accuracy of 0.641. The same holds for the knapsack optimization ensemble, where the accuracies are also very close to the original ensemble consisting of all sensors, but demand much less energy.
An additional evaluation of the two ensemble optimization methods is done without the dataset. A set of ExperienceItems is artificially generated, including a random value for the DoF of the activity WALK (between 0.0 and 1.0), a random value for the pairwise MI values (between 0.0 and 4.9, which is a realistic approximation), and a randomly generated energy consumption (between 0.5 W and 4.9 W) per sensor. Both methods are applied within the framework based on the set of constructed ExperienceItems, where the focus is on the aggregated energy consumption of the sensors selected for the ensemble and the ITS value per ensemble. As already discussed, the "best" ensemble minimizes the energy consumption whilst maximizing the accuracy. The information-theoretic score (ITS) value is used for estimating the expected accuracy; the higher the ITS value of an ensemble is, the higher is the expected accuracy. Both methods are compared against a random ensemble generation method and the selection of all candidate sensors (i.e, "select all" method). The results are illustrated in Figure 7 .
The upper two illustrations in Figure 7 visualize the knapsack ensemble optimization method. On the left-hand side, the energy consumption for the method compared to a random and "select all" method is illustrated. The knapsack method needs an upper bound for the maximum allowed energy consumption (which is set to 15 W in this run); therefore, the right-hand side illustration (showing the ensemble ITS value in relation to the number of sensors in the candidate set) is more meaningful. In most of the cases, the knapsack method outperforms the random and "select all" methods in terms of the reachable ITS value. The two lower images show the results for the LEA ensemble optimization method for up to 40 sensors in the candidate set. As shown on the left-hand side, the energy consumption level of LEA is constantly kept low. The most impressive and convincing visualization on the lower right-hand side shows the calculated ITS values for the ensembles in relation to the number of sensors in the candidate set (the random method selects approx. 50% of the available candidates; the "select all" method combines all available candidates into the ensemble). It can be safely said that the LEA method outperforms both naive approaches in terms of energy consumption and expected accuracy.
Conclusion
The work presented in this paper tackles two challenging features in an opportunistic activity and context recognition system: (i) the estimation of the accuracy of a sensor ensemble without relying on a labeled ground truth and (ii) optimizing the ensemble (resp., the involved sensor systems) in terms of accuracy and expected energy consumption. Regarding the first research challenge, the method proposed in this paper utilizes the mutual information (i.e., the diversity) between two sensors to calculate an information-theoretic score. The basic idea is that if two sensors have a high diversity value, it is very unlikely that they do not agree on wrongly classified activities, thus resulting in a higher accuracy if such sensors are utilized together in an ensemble. This correlation can be broadened to the available sensors resulting in an estimate of the ensemble accuracy for a specific recognition goal in form of the degree of fulfillment (DoF). One major contribution presented in this paper is the ability of calculating this diversity value at system's runtime which results in a stable value for sensor combinations and can be persistently stored in the corresponding self-descriptions. Thus, the sensor (and the entire system) learns at runtime and is able to enhance its capabilities.
Optimizing and shaping sensor ensembles is the second major contribution of this paper. Particularly in large-scale systems, utilizing all available sensors for activity recognition might not necessarily improve the recognition capabilities. However, the lifetime of the system is minimized since sensors can run out of energy. Therefore, optimizing the ensemble in terms of estimated accuracy and expected energy consumption is being identified as important aspect in an opportunistic system. Two methods are introduced: (i) the knapsack as metaphor for ensemble optimization and (ii) the linear efficiency analysis (LEA) method. The two solutions differ on the one hand in the required input parameters (i.e., the knapsack needs a maximum allowed energy consumption as boundary) and on the other hand in the algorithmic complexity. The knapsack expands the complete solution space (i.e., (2 )), which results in an optimal solution. The LEA method runs in ( 2 ) time and does not need a boundary for the allowed energy consumption. Thus, the solution is not necessarily an optimal solution (but good enough, as the results show).
These two challenging features are identified as being important building blocks that still have mission in the vision of opportunistic activity recognition. The results of the evaluation of the presented methods are promising, which means that the methods will be further expanded and investigated.
